VERSATILE, ECO-FRIENDLY. Tennsmith squaring shears offer precise shearing and rugged construction. These shears feature traction, ground alloy tool steel blades to prevent material movement during shearing. Will shear material up to 16 gauge mild steel and up to 20 gauge stainless steel. Both blades are adjustable and back gauge gives highly accurate readouts. Wts: Model 36 Shear (Max. Cutting Width $37")...P/N 12-20715......$2,034.00  Model 52 (Max. Cutting Width 52")...........P/N 12-20720......$2,995.00

TENNSMITH BRAKES & SHEARS

AEROROLLER-1000
AeroRoller makes movement of your aircraft or wheeled equipment easy. Aircraft can be loaded on AeroRoller without jack and minimum effort is required to move aircraft when on rollers. AeroRoller is constructed of Industrial 1/4" steel plate. Heavy duty Duraform 360° swivel castor wheels mean no flat spots. Brake castor lock parking location. Each unit can carry 1000 lbs. Optional stand: 95 lbs. Shipped truck collect from factory in Tennessee.

Model 52 (Max. Cutting Width 52") ...........P/N 12-20720  .......
Model HBU48-12 Hand Brake ........P/N 12-20710 ......

WING STAND
This wing stand is ideal for aircraft homebuilders or restorers needing to safely store and protect aircraft wings during the project. It accommodates virtually all shapes and sizes of wings and is available at a very economical price. We ship this wing stand direct to you from the factory (freight collect). Dims: 72" x 44" x 36" Wts: brake: 280 lbs. Optional stand: 95 lbs. Shipped truck collect to you direct from factory in Tennessee.

Model 548-22 hand brake...............P/N 12-20700...............$880.00
Optional Stand ................................P/N 12-20705 ...........$241.95


Model HBU48-12 Hand Brake........P/N 12-20710 ...........$3,733.00
Optional Stand ................................P/N 12-20705 ...........$241.95

FOOT SQUARING SHEAR - Tennsmith squaring shears offer precision shearing and rugged construction. These shears feature traction, ground alloy tool steel blades to prevent material movement during shearing. Will shear material up to 16 gauge mild steel and up to 20 gauge stainless steel. Both blades are adjustable and back gauge gives highly accurate readouts. Wts: Model 36 Shear (Max. Cutting Width $37")...P/N 12-20715......$2,034.00  Model 52 (Max. Cutting Width 52")...........P/N 12-20720......$2,995.00

NON-CONTAMINATING SCRAPER
Our Non-Contamination Scraper is suitable for all airframe scraping operations. It will not contaminate delicate aluminum parts with steel particles which can induce corrosion. It is easily refurnished with a mill file and the 060" thick heat treated aluminum blade is easily replaceable. Features positive wood or rubber handle...P/N 12-30205..........$21.60

SEAT TRACK CLEANER
Maintaining adjustable cockpit seats, or passenger seating secured in notched tracks, requires removing the dirt and grit that have become embedded in the tracks. Rex-Cut Products has developed a thin-profile mounted wheel specially designed to accomplish this job efficiently and safely. The seat track cleaners are manufactured using layers of reinforced nonwoven cotton fiber and abrasive grain which are bonded into discs. When mounted on a die grinder they are able to fit inside the seat tracks. Designed for cleaning all the interior surfaces of the track without having to change discs, one disc will remove caked on sludge, dirt and grit while removing minor burns and rough edges. The seat track cleaners are non-loading on aluminum and leave superior surface finishes. Available in 54 and 80 grits in aluminum oxide grain mounted on a 1/4 x 1/2" shank. 54 Grit Seat Track Cleaner......P/N 12-00955..........$9.80
80 Grit Seat Track Cleaner........P/N 12-00952............$9.50

SLIDE HAMMER
Blue vinyl hand grip over steel handle reduces sting on technicians hands and provides 100% grip. 3 lb. slide weight is mounted on 1/2" plated steel shaft. Broached hex in nose cone locks pulling screw in place...ends breakage. Supplied with two hardened pulling screws and "L" puller hook fabricated of aircraft quality steel. Nose cone and shaft threads are 1/2" - 20. P/N 15-08252.........$51.75

MACHINIST HOOK SCRIBE
Machinist Hook Scribe New. 2-point scribe has hardened, ground steel points. Features a straight point and a 90 degree point. Length: 9". P/N 12-02896..........$3.95

PIG TAIL HOOK SCRIBE
Both the 45 degree and pig tail points of the scribe are made of hardened, ground steel. Both ends of the tool unscrew from the body...P/N 12-02897..........$3.95

ELECTRIC ENGRAVER
Use like a pencil to write, draw, engrave on wood, metals, plastics, and glass. Variable stroke adjustment for heavy or fine engraving. Tungsten carbide tip for lifetime and clean lines. Soft-Grip neck for control and comfort and 6" Cord. P/N 12-21355-1.........$14.75

SEAT TRACK CLEANER
Maintaining adjustable cockpit seats, or passenger seating secured in notched tracks, requires removing the dirt and grit that have become embedded in the tracks. Rex-Cut Products has developed a thin-profile mounted wheel specially designed to accomplish this job efficiently and safely. The seat track cleaners are manufactured using layers of reinforced nonwoven cotton fiber and abrasive grain which are bonded into discs. When mounted on a die grinder they are able to fit inside the seat tracks. Designed for cleaning all the interior surfaces of the track without having to change discs, one disc will remove caked on sludge, dirt and grit while removing minor burns and rough edges. The seat track cleaners are non-loading on aluminum and leave superior surface finishes. Available in 54 and 80 grits in aluminum oxide grain mounted on a 1/4 x 1/2" shank. 54 Grit Seat Track Cleaner......P/N 12-00955..........$9.80
80 Grit Seat Track Cleaner........P/N 12-00952............$9.50

SLIDE HAMMER
Blue vinyl hand grip over steel handle reduces sting on technicians hands and provides 100% grip. 3 lb. slide weight is mounted on 1/2" plated steel shaft. Broached hex in nose cone locks pulling screw in place...ends breakage. Supplied with two hardened pulling screws and "L" puller hook fabricated of aircraft quality steel. Nose cone and shaft threads are 1/2" - 20. P/N 15-08252.........$51.75

MACHINIST HOOK SCRIBE
Machinist Hook Scribe New. 2-point scribe has hardened, ground steel points. Features a straight point and a 90 degree point. Length: 9". P/N 12-02896..........$3.95

PIG TAIL HOOK SCRIBE
Both the 45 degree and pig tail points of the scribe are made of hardened, ground steel. Both ends of the tool unscrew from the body...P/N 12-02897..........$3.95

ELECTRIC ENGRAVER
Use like a pencil to write, draw, engrave on wood, metals, plastics, and glass. Variable stroke adjustment for heavy or fine engraving. Tungsten carbide tip for lifetime and clean lines. Soft-Grip neck for control and comfort and 6" Cord. P/N 12-21355-1.........$14.75